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This paper will focus on an approach to empower foundation students to experiment and communicate their design ideas despite their limited tactile experience and early digital development. The PIVOT imposed collaboration of Digital Media and the Foundation Studio to overcome the limits of the traditional Bauhaus influenced delivery. The virtual platform encouraged students to think critically and strategically in solving creative problems using both tactile and digital tools.

The study of tessellations was a tactile departure point that morphed into a three-dimensional translation based on a self-imposed organizational system investigated the material, architectural, and structural aspects of the framework. In this context, three-dimensional paper objects present an interface to gain cognitive experience on spatial configurations and form finding, and acts as a tool for further morphological explorations in the architectural design process.
Working collaboratively, Digital Media took on an intensive focus on digital process and effective documentation techniques to support Foundation Studio. For example, editing model images and scans of drawings in addition to sequencing Digital Media to build upon topics covered in studio such as diagramming, creating a narrative and collaging. The focus was to facilitate the visual communication and design development in the iterative process. Beyond the use and application of two-dimensional software such as Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, and AutoCAD, it was also important to deploy a similar digital workflow to the analog methods used in studio.

This haptic approach to the introduction of Digital Media in Foundation Studio enabled the students to understand the creative and unique applications of digital tools to create a distinct graphic identity. Course innovation to integrate and coordinate the Foundation Studio with Digital Media included customized assignments to support the studio project. Emerging pedagogical strategies were developed in online architectural education through a collaborative methodology leveraging technology to promote expression and creative problem-solving.
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